Academic Awards

YEAR 7

ENGLISH & LANGUAGES
English
7A Tom Alderson
7B Archie Williams
7C Anthony Bulich
7D Benjamin Shelley
7E William Leyland
Italian
Daniel Tesconi

MATHEMATICS
7A Hamish Burton
7B Archie Williams
7C Damion Whitcombe
7D Luke Checker
7E Samuel Botterill

VISUAL & PERFORMING ARTS
Art
Michael Mills
Drama
William Conti
Music
Samuel Botterill

PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Adam Disisto

SCIENCE
7A Callan Wood
7B Archie Williams
7C Anthony Bulich
7D Benjamin Shelley
7E Lachlan Keane

SOCIETY & ENVIRONMENT
7A Joshua Rainford
7B Matthew Spaniers
7C Anthony Bulich
7D Zachary Cave
7E Lachlan Keane

RECOGNITION FOR ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT
Daniel Bowen
Matthew Bishop
Christopher Lee
Lachlan Willix

RELIGIOUS EDUCATION
7A Duncan Jones
7B Tyler Goddard
7C Liam Hindle
7D Benjamin Shelley
7E Adam Pasquale

CHRISTIAN LEADERSHIP
7A Nathan Losik
7B Lee Griffiths
7C Keiran Hunt
7D Alexander Glover
7E Lachlan Willix

HON KEN WYATT, MP AWARD FOR CHRISTIAN LEADERSHIP
Timothy Wallis

YEAR 8

DESIGN & TECHNOLOGY
Materials
Baylee James
Technical Drawing
Robert Cook

ENGLISH & LANGUAGES
English
8A Noah Roderick-Smith
8B Zachary Robinson
8C Thomas Pope
8D Jordan Joseph
8E Remy Spring

YEAR 9

DESIGN & TECHNOLOGY
Electronics
Matthew van Eck
Metalwork
Andre Gough
Technical Drawing
Harrison Gerhardy
Woodwork
Brenton Lucas

The Design & Technology Prize
Andre Gough

YEAR 10

DESIGN & TECHNOLOGY
Electronics
George Walton-Hassell
Metalwork
James Aird
Technical Drawing
Cameron Durie

Woodwork
Angus Scrimgeour

THE DESIGN & TECHNOLOGY PRIZE (The Guy Granger Memorial Medal)
Cameron Durie

ENGLISH & LANGUAGES
English
Blair Southcott
Benjamin Harris
Jack Donaghy
Justin Collins
Liam Ashworth

MATHEMATICS
Dominic Daines
Benjamin Harris
Robbie Collins
Blair Southcott
Matthew Arcifa

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
Information Technology
Michael Swallow

VISUAL & PERFORMING ARTS
Art
Jack Donaghy
Drama
Jacob Church
Music Technology
Mitchell Delle Coste

Media Studies
Michael Swallow